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Predicted vs measured posterior corneal
astigmatism for toric intraocular

lens calculations
H. John Shammas, MD, Fei Yu, PhD, Maya C Shammas, MD, Renu Jivrajka, MD, Christine Hakimeh, MD

Purpose: To evaluate the astigmatic correction obtained with a
toric intraocular lens using the keratometric readings (Ks) from a
swept-source optical coherence tomography (SS-OCT) biometer
and the Barrett toric formula with its predicted posterior corneal
astigmatism (PCA) value and to compare the results with those
expected by using the OCT Ks and a measured PCA from a
scheimpflug topographer and by using the SimKs and the
measured PCA from the Scheimpflug topographer.

Setting: Private practice, Lynwood, California.

Design: Retrospective observational study.

Methods: All measurements were performed by the SS-OCT
biometer and the Scheimpflug topographer and using the Barrett
toric formula.

Results:Weevaluated 122 eyes of 122 patients. Themean absolute
errors in predicted residual astigmatism for the entire series were 0.41

± 0.19 diopters (D) (0.00 to 0.85 D) using the OCT Ks and predicted
PCA, 0.45 ± 0.25 D (0.00 to 1.01 D) using the OCT Ks andmeasured
PCA, and 0.49 ± 0.25 D (0.00 to 1.30 D) using the SimKs and
measured PCA. The statistically significant differences between
the errors had a P value of .062 for the entire series (n = 122), .26
for the subgroupwith against-the-rule astigmatism (n = 68), .47 for the
subgroup with oblique astigmatism (n = 11), and .05 for the subgroup
with with-the-rule astigmatism (n = 43). The percentage of eyes within
±0.50 D were 74% (n = 90), 71% (n = 87) and 64% (n = 78) (P = .13)
and within ±0.75 D were 99% (n = 121), 95% (n = 116) and 84%
(n = 102) (P < .001), respectively.

Conclusions: The Barrett toric formula and its predicted PCA
performed better with the OCT K readings than with the topogra-
pher SimKs and a measured PCA.
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Toric intraocular lenses (IOLs) provide a reliable
option to correct preoperative corneal astigmatism
at the time of cataract surgery1–3 and require precise

measurements of the keratometric readings (Ks). The Ks
displayed on all biometers are not because of a direct
measurement of that power; instead, the integrated
keratometer measures the anterior corneal radius in
millimeters and converts to power values (K in diopters
[D]) according to the laws of Gaussian optics using the
following formula:

K ¼ 1000 ðn� 1Þ=r
where n is the standard refractive index of 1.3375; thus, the
displayed corneal astigmatism only reflects the anterior
corneal toricity.4,5 Early formulas based their calculations
solely on that anterior corneal astigmatic (ACA) mea-
surement, and the results showed an overcorrection
in some eyes that had with-the-rule (WTR) corneal

astigmatism and an undercorrection in some eyes that had
against-the-rule (ATR) astigmatism. This has led to
multiple studies evaluating the contribution of the pos-
terior corneal astigmatism (PCA) to the total corneal
astigmatism.6–9

The Barrett toric calculator gathers the amount of
anterior corneal astigmatism from the Ks in the flattest
and the steepest meridians taken by the biometer. The
formula requires a PCA value. The PCA can be measured
(measured PCA) from a Scheimpflug or optical coherence
tomography (OCT) device, or if such a measurement is
not available, a predicted PCA value is automatically used.
This predicted PCA uses a theoretical model to predict the
PCA for an individual eye based on measured parameters.
In addition, the formula, whether used with a predicted or
a measured PCA value, contains an additional algorithm
to take into account additional factors that contribute to
postoperative pseudophakic residual astigmatism such as
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lens tilt (G. Barrett, Personal communication, February
28, 2021). Since most biometers do not measure PCA, the
predicted PCA value is often used in the Barrett toric
calculations.
The objective of the study was to evaluate the astigmatic

correction obtained from cataract surgery with a toric IOL
(Alcon AcrySof IQ Toric IOL), calculated using the K
readings from the Argos swept-source OCT (SS-OCT)
and the built-in Barrett toric formula with the predicted
PCA, and to compare the clinical results with the fol-
lowing: (1) those expected by using the OCT Ks and
substituting the predicted PCA by a measured PCA from
the Pentacam Scheimpflug topographer and (2) those
expected by substituting the OCT Ks by the SimK readings
and the measured PCA from the topographer, whereas
keeping all other biometric data as measured by the OCT
biometer.

METHODS
This was a comparative noninterventional study comprising a
retrospective chart review of patients with a history of cataract
surgery with insertion of a toric IOL at 1 center between January 1,
2019, and December 31, 2020. If both eyes of a patient were eligible
to be included in the study, only the first operated eye was
included.
The study was approved by the Milkie-Shammas Surgery

Center Institutional Review Board. Informed consent was
waived to allow the use of deidentified patient data. Data were
collected in compliance with the tenets of the Declaration of
Helsinki.
Sample size calculations suggested a minimum of 23 eyes to

achieve the statistical significance for a minimum detectable
mean difference of 0.50 D between the 2 instruments with the
assumption of a common SD of 0.25 D for the postoperative
residual refractive astigmatism in both instruments, using a 2-
sided paired t test at an alpha level of 0.05 and a power of 90%.
This study included 122 cases. Under the same assumption in the
abovementioned sample size calculations, the 122 cases can
achieve a statistical significance for a minimum detectable mean
difference between the two instruments of 0.10 D.
Eligible charts were those from patients who have had previous

uneventful cataract surgery with insertion of a toric IOL. The
decision for a toric IOL was not based on the preoperative re-
fractive astigmatism but solely on a corneal astigmatism of 0.70 D
and more in the cataractous eye. One week prior to surgery, all
eyes were measured on the same day by the OCT biometer and the
Scheimpflug topographer.
Demographic data included the age, sex, and the eye to be

operated on. The biometric data retrieved from the OCT biometer
included the displayed axial length, the anterior chamber depth,
the lens thickness, the corneal diameter, and the Ks along its
steepest (K1) and its flattest (K2) meridians. The amount of
astigmatism was calculated by subtracting K1 from K2. The as-
tigmatic steepest meridian was also noted.
IOL power calculations were performed with the Barrett

Universal II formula, and the toric calculations were performed
with the Barrett toric formula using the predicted PCA. We also
measured the actual PCA with the Scheimpflug topographer.
The choice of the IOL spherical and toric powers were based on
the OCT measurements and calculations.
The surgical treatment data, IOL power calculations, and

power of the IOL implanted were also recorded. To reduce
variability related to the IOL implanted, only eyes receiving the
AcrySof IQ Toric IOL (Alcon Laboratories, Inc.) were included.
On the first postoperative day, the IOL position is checked

confirming that the axis is within 5 degrees from the intended
position. Six to 8 weeks postoperatively, the final subjective
refraction was recorded, including the amount of astigmatism
and its axis.
The postoperative corrected distance visual acuity in the eye

had to be 20/30 or better to reduce the likelihood of variability in
the postoperative refraction. Eyes with clinically significant ocular
pathology other than residual refractive error (eg, macular de-
generation and advanced glaucoma) and eyes where the post-
operative toric IOL axis orientation differed by more than 5
degrees from the planned axis insertion were excluded.
Both manual and electronic data records were used to identify a

consecutive series of eyes that fit the abovementioned inclusion
and exclusion criteria. Personal identity data were removed to
preserve the privacy of the participants. Deidentified data were
used for the study.
The primary end point is a comparison between the post-

operative refractive astigmatism prediction error obtained by
the Barrett toric formula with the OCT K readings and the
predicted PCA and the postoperative refractive astigmatism
prediction error using the Barrett toric formula with the fol-
lowing: (1) the OCT K readings and a measured PCA value by
the topographer and (2) the SimK readings and the measured
PCA from the topography device. The ASCRS website (as-
crs.org/tools/barrett-toric-calculator) was used to complete the
latter 2 calculations. Results from the 3 sets of data are
compared. The Astigmatism Double-Angle Plot Tool V130-
Excel, available on the ASCRS website (ascrs.org/tools/barrett-
toric-calculator), was used to analyze and compare the results.
The double-angle plot transforms the astigmatic data into 360-
degree Cartesian coordinates. Such methodology allows the
display of the magnitude and axis or meridian of the mean
(centroid) and the confidence ellipse, which is the 2-variable
analog of the CI for single variable analyses.10 The mean ab-
solute error (MAE) and its SD are calculated and compared
between the 3 groups.
Secondary end points included the percentage of eyes that

achieve a refractive astigmatism error ≤0.50 D and ≤0.75D.
These comparisons are evaluated in the entire cohort and in 3
subgroups based on the astigmatic steep axis orientation: WTR
(60 to 120 degrees), ATR (0 to 30 degrees and 150 to 180 de-
grees), and oblique (OBL; 30 to 60 degrees or 120 to 150 degrees)
astigmatism.

Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using SAS 9.4 (SAS In-
stitute, Inc.). Bland-Altman plots were used to examine the
agreement in astigmatism between the OCT keratometer and the
Scheimpflug topographer, and the paired difference in astigma-
tism between the two devices was assessed using signed-rank test.
The difference in PCA between eyes with ATR and WTR astig-
matism was compared using Wilcoxon rank-sum test. To account
for multiple MAE calculations with the same patients, the dif-
ference in MAE across the 3 calculations within the same patients
was examined using Friedman test, a nonparametric rank test for
repeated measurements alternative to the 1-way analysis of var-
iance with repeated measurements. The percentage of errors
within ±0.5 D and ±0.75 D across three calculations within the
same patient was compared using the repeated-measures logistic
regression model with generalized estimating equation, and Fisher
exact test was performed when the logistic regression model could
not be used because of zero cell count in at least 1 MAE calcu-
lation. A P value less than 0.05 was considered statistically
significant.

RESULTS
Charts from a total of 122 consecutive eligible eyes were
identified for inclusion in the dataset. The patients ranged
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in age from 26 to 88 years with a mean age of 70 ± 11 years
and included 61 women (50%) and 65 operated right eyes
(53%). Table 1 summarizes the preoperative basic mea-
surements of the cohort taken by the OCT biometer and by
the topography device. Table 2 summarizes the data on the
type and frequency of the implanted toric IOLs.
The decision to insert a toric IOL was based on the ACA

values retrieved from the OCT biometer. The amount of
preoperative measured corneal astigmatism ranged from
0.71 to 4.38 D; 68 eyes (56%) had ATR astigmatism, 11
eyes (9%) had OBL astigmatism, and 43 eyes (35%) had
WTR astigmatism. Bland-Altman plot (Supplemental
Figure a, http://links.lww.com/JRS/A480) shows the dif-
ference in astigmatism between the OCT keratometer and
the topographer device.
Table 1 summarizes the flat K, steep K, and astigmatism

values taken by both instruments. The calculated amount
of astigmatism by the SS-OCT biometer ranged from 0.71
to 4.38 D with a mean value of 1.49 ± 0.86 D, whereas the
calculated amount of astigmatism measured by the
Scheimpflug topographer ranged from 0.10 to 4.00 D with
a mean value of 1.27 D. The mean amount of calculated
astigmatism differed by 0.22 ± 0.38 D (1.49 ± 0.86 vs 1.27
± 0.91 D) between the 2 instruments (Table 1). The
difference between the 2 values was statistically significant
(signed-rank test, P < .0001).
The radius of the posterior cornea as measured by the

topographer ranged from 5.41 to 6.90 mm with a mean of
6.33 ± 0.29 mm, and the measured PCA ranged from 0 to
0.9 D with a mean of 0.34 ± 0.22 D. In most cases, PCA was
ATR astigmatism with its steepest meridian between 60
degrees and 120 degrees (Supplemental Figure b, http://
links.lww.com/JRS/A481). PCA ranged from 0 to 0.6 D
with a mean of 0.22 ± 0.13 D in eyes with ATR astig-
matism, from 0.2 to 0.6 D with a mean of 0.37 ± 0.17 D in
eyes with OBL astigmatism, and from 0.1 to 0.9 D with a
mean of 0.52 ± 0.23 D in eyes with WTR astigmatism. The

difference between the amount of PCA in eyes with ATR
and WTR astigmatism was statistically significant (Wil-
coxon rank-sum test, P < .0001) (Supplemental Figure c,
http://links.lww.com/JRS/A482).
Figure 1 shows the double-angle plots of the preoperative

and postoperative astigmatism in the entire series. Figure 2
shows the postoperative refractive astigmatism prediction
error measured at the corneal plane using the Barrett toric
formula with the OCT Ks measurements and a predicted
PCA value, showing a centroid of 0.06 D @ 134 degrees ±
0.45 D and a MAE of 0.41 D ± 0.19 D ranging from 0.00 to
0.85 D. Double-angle plots were then performed on the 43
eyes with WTR astigmatism, the 68 eyes with ATR astig-
matism, and the 11 eyes with an OBL astigmatism. The
same calculations were also performed using the OCT Ks
and the measured PCA and using the SimK and measured
PCA.
Table 3 summarizes the centroid value, and theMAE and

its standard deviation for the entire series and for the three
subgroups. Statistical analyses (Friedman test) for the
differences in MAE across the 3 MAE calculations within
the same patient showed a P value of .062 for the entire
series, .26 for the ATR cases, .47 for the OBL cases, and .05
for the WTR cases.
Table 4 summarizes the difference in percentage of

errors within ±0.50 D and within ±0.75 D. These per-
centages were statistically evaluated using the repeated-
measures logistic regression model with a generalized
estimation equation for the difference in percentage of
MAE within ±0.50 D and within ±0.75 D. The differences
were not statistically significant (P > .05) for all per-
centages within ±0.50 D. The differences were statistically
significant for the differences within ±0.75 D with a P
value of <.001 for the entire series, <.001 the ATR cases,
and .03 for the WTR cases.

DISCUSSION
Astigmatism is a refractive error due to rotational asym-
metry in the eye’s refractive power; this results in a distorted
or blurry vision at any distance. In regular astigmatism, the
principal meridians (steepest and flattest) are perpendic-
ular; the astigmatism is WTR when the steepest meridian is
vertical (between 60 degrees and 120 degrees), ATR when
the steepest meridian is horizontal (between 0 to 30 degrees
and 150 to 180 degrees), and OBL when the steepest

Table 1. Preop Basic Measurements.

SS-OCT, mean ± SD (range)

AL, mm 23.70 ± 1.34 (20.75, 28.18)

ACD, mm 3.24 ± 0.39 (2.05, 4.40)

LT, mm 4.61 ± 0.48 (3.13, 5.93)

White-to-white distance, in mm 12.29 ± 0.51 (10.68, 13.53)

Flat K, D 43.17 ± 1.76 (39.56, 48.52)

Steep K, D 44.67 ± 1.69 (40.66, 49.28)

Mean K, D 43.92 ± 1.67 (40.25, 48.90)

Calculated astigmatism, D 1.49 ± 0.86 (0.71, 4.38)

Topographer, mean ± SD (range)

Flat SimKs, D 43.19 ± 1.82 (39.20, 49.00)

Steep SimKs, D 44.46 ± 1.69 (40.80, 49.40)

Mean SimKs, D 43.83 ± 1.70 (40.15, 49.20)

Calculated astigmatism, D 1.27 ± 0.91 (0.10, 4.00)

Posterior corneal radius, mm 6.33 ± 0.29 (5.41, 6.90)

PCA, D 0.34 ± 0.22 (0, 0.90)

ACD = anterior chamber depth; AL = axial length; Ks = keratometric
readings; LT = lens thickness; PCA = posterior corneal astigmatism; preop
= preoperative; Sim Ks = simulated keratometric readings

Table 2. Type of IOL and Frequency of Implantation.

IOL model

IOL cylinder

corrected Eyes (n)

ATR/WTR/

OBL (n)

SN6AT3 1.50 D 63 34/20/9

SN6AT4 2.25 D 29 18/9/2

SN6AT5 3.00 D 17 12/5/0

SN6AT6 3.75 D 10 4/6/0

SN6AT7 4.50 D 1 0/1/0

SN6AT8 5.25 D 2 0/2/0

ATR = against-the-rule astigmatism; OBL = oblique astigmatism; WTR =
with-the-rule astigmatism
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meridian is OBL (between 30 and 60 degrees or 120 and
150 degrees). In these definitions, the axis is always re-
corded as an angle in degrees, between 0 and 180 degrees
in a counterclockwise direction. Both 0 and 180 degrees lie
in a horizontal line at the level of the center of the pupil,
and as seen by an observer, 0 lies on the right of both the
eyes. Refractive astigmatism is usually caused by a com-
bination of optical distortions, mainly in the cornea and in
the lens. The lenticular portion is sometimes significant,
especially with cataract formation, but this portion is
always eliminated with cataract removal; thus, the toric
IOL will have to mainly correct the corneal astigmatism.
Corneal astigmatism arises from the anterior and the
posterior surfaces of the cornea. Although the ACA is
easily measured by keratometry, the posterior component
can be measured only with Scheimpflug or OCT tech-
nology. The decision to use a toric IOL was strictly based
on the presence of a corneal astigmatism ranging between
0.71 D and 4.38 D.
Fluctuations in the measured corneal curvature in

magnitude and axis of the cylinder have been previously
documented. According to Norrby et al., the cornea is not
a static optical component of the eye but rather a dy-
namic one.4 The differences in the corneal power mea-
surements at different timepoints reflect natural
fluctuations and are not necessarily due to measurement
errors. The measured corneal power could be different by
up to 0.50 D from one occasion to another in approxi-
mately 5% of the cases.
The Argos SS-OCT biometer is based on SS-OCT to

measure the axial length.11 The Ks are measured through
videokeratometry using 16 LED lights positioned in a circle
at 2.3 mm in diameter. The camera provides a panoramic
view of the eye and allows alignment of the patient’s eye
regarding the pupil’s center for a more accurate acquisition
process; the unit generates the Ks in the flattest and steepest

meridians, the amount of astigmatism, and its axis. In a
previous study evaluating the Argos SS-OCT biometer, the
average anterior corneal radius of curvature showed ex-
cellent repeatability with a mean variation of 0.01 mm,
which translates to approximately 0.05 D for repeated
measurements performed in the same session, and excellent
reproducibility with a mean variation of 0.02 mm, which
translates to approximately 0.10 D when 3 acquisitions
were performed, and the patient was realigned every time.11

Figure 1. Double-angle plots of
preoperative and postoperative
corneal astigmatism. Each ring =
1.0 D.

Figure 2. Postoperative refractive astigmatism prediction error
measured at the corneal plane using the Barrett toric formula with
the OCT measurements and a predicted PCA value. Each ring =
0.50 D. PCA = posterior corneal astigmatism
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Simulated keratometry, on the other hand, is an output
from computerized corneal topography systems, including
the Pentacam Scheimpflug topographer.5 It is obtained by
averaging power along the corneal 3.0 mm central ring. A
refractive index of 1.3375 is used in both instruments;
according to Haigis, the Javal index of 1.3375 can be de-
duced by calculating the corneal back vertex power of the
Gullstrand eye.12

On average, the topographer measured a lower astigmatic
value than the OCT biometer. A 0.26 D lesser amount of
astigmatism was also noted by Savini and Naeser when
comparing a rotating Scheimpflug camera to a Placido-disc
corneal topographer.1 In another study, Wang et al.13 also
noted a lower total astigmatic value with a dual Scheimpflug
analyzer compared with an OCT-based biometer. By
contrast, a mean statistically significant difference of only
0.03 Dwas found by Visser et al. comparing the standard Ks
with the IOLMaster 500 with the SimKs and by Shajari et al.
comparing the Ks from the IOLMaster 700 to the
SimKs.14,15 In 2013, we reported on 50 eyes of 50 patients
measured by the IOLMaster 500 and the Pentacam
Scheimpflug topographer; in that study, the use of the
2.0 mm keratometric measurements from the sagittal
corneal front map yielded the best results for the IOL power
calculation.5 Reviewing the data to evaluate the measured
astigmatism by both units (unpublished data), the IOL-
Master 500 measured an astigmatism of 1.04 ± 0.84 D
ranging from 0.00 to 5.08 D. In comparison, the average
SimK was lower by 0.13 D ranging from 0.00 to 4.80 D with
a mean of 0.91 ± 0.83 D, the 2.0 mm ring and zone from the
sagittal corneal front map were higher by 0.08 D (1.12 ±
0.83 D, ranging from 0.00 to 4.70 D) and by 0.11 D (1.15 ±
0.82 D, ranging from 0.10 to 4.50 D), respectively, and the
3.0 mm ring and zone readings were lower by 0.1 D (0.94 ±
0.82 D, ranging from 0.10 to 4.80 D) and 0.03 D (1.01 ± 0.81
D, ranging from 0.10 to 5.00 D), respectively. These dif-
ferences in the astigmatic readings make the surgeon

question which ring or zone diameter will yield the most
accurate astigmatic value that needs to be corrected.
PCA is routinely measured by the Scheimpflug topog-

rapher. In most cases, PCA is ATR with its steepest me-
ridian between 60 degrees and 120 degrees. The magnitude
of the PCA seems to be larger in eyes with WTR astig-
matism (mean of 0.52 ± 0.23 D, ranging from 0.1 to 0.9 D)
than in eyes with ATR astigmatism (average of 0.22 ± 0.13

TABLE 3. Postop Refractive Astigmatism Prediction Error Using the Astigmatism Double-Angle Plot.

Centroid MAE ± SD Range

Entire series (n = 122), D

OCT Ks + pred PCA 0.06 @ 134° ± 0.45 0.41 ± 0.19 0.00, 0.85

OCT Ks + meas PCA 0.12 @ 107° ± 0.51 0.45 ± 0.25 0.00, 1.01

Topographer SimKs + PCA 0.09 @ 121° ± 0.55 0.49 ± 0.25 0.00, 1.30

WTR astigmatism (n = 43), D

OCT Ks + pred PCA 0.11 @ 168° ± 0.42 0.39 ± 0.19 0.02, 0.85

OCT Ks + meas PCA 0.08 @ 98° ± 0.53 0.44 ± 0.30 0.00, 1.01

Topographer SimKs + PCA 0.15 @ 96° ± 0.53 0.50 ± 0.24 0.01, 1.30

ATR astigmatism (n = 68), D

OCT Ks + pred PCA 0.07 @ 114° ± 0.45 0.41 ± 0.19 0.00, 0.74

OCT Ks + meas PCA 0.11 @ 106° ± 0.46 0.43 ± 0.19 0.02, 0.84

Topographer SimKs + PCA 0.10 @ 145° ± 0.56 0.50 ± 0.26 0.00, 1.19

OBL astigmatism (n = 11), D

OCT Ks + pred PCA 0.18 @ 111° ± 0.52 0.46 ± 0.27 0.05, 0.71

OCT Ks + meas PCA 0.19 @ 117° ± 0.66 0.45 ± 0.27 0.01, 0.99

Topographer SimKs + PCA 0.19 @ 121° ± 0.44 0.44 ± 0.23 0.03, 0.70

AE = astigmatic error; MAE = mean absolute error; Ks = keratometric readings; Meas PCA = measured posterior corneal astigmatism; Sim Ks = simulated
keratometric readings; OBL = oblique; Pred PCA = predicted posterior corneal astigmatism; posteop = postoperative

TABLE 4. Prediction Error Within ±0.50 and ±0.75 D.

Error

≤ ±0.50 D

Error

≤ ±0.75 D

Entire series (n = 122), n (%)

OCT Ks + pred PCA 90 (74) 121 (99)

OCT Ks + meas PCA 87 (71) 116 (95)

Topographer SimKs + PCA 78 (64) 102 (84)

P value .13 <.001

WTR astigmatism (n = 43), n (%)

OCT Ks + pred PCA 32 (74) 42 (98)

OCT Ks + meas PCA 31 (72) 39 (91)

Topographer SimKs + PCA 28 (65) 35 (81)

P value .53 .03

ATR astigmatism (n = 68), n (%)

OCT Ks + pred PCA 50 (74) 68 (100)

OCT Ks + meas PCA 46 (68) 67 (99)

Topographer SimKs + PCA 43 (63) 56 (82)

P value .30 <.001

OBL astigmatism (n = 11), n (%)

OCT Ks + pred PCA 8 (73) 11 (100)

OCT Ks + meas PCA 10 (91) 10 (91)

Topographer SimKs + PCA 7 (64) 11 (100)

P value .22 NA

ATR = against-the-rule; GEE = generalized estimating equation; Ks =
keratometric readings; Meas PCA = measured posterior corneal astigma-
tism; OBL = oblique; Pred PCA = predicted posterior corneal astigmatism;
Sim Ks = simulated keratometric readings; WTR = with-the-rule
The P value was calculated using the repeated-measures logistic regres-
sion model with GEE
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D, ranging from 0.00 to 0.60 D). These results are in line
with previous studies showing that the PCA is pre-
dominantly ATR with a steep vertical meridian.6 In this
study, the PCA value is obtained solely from the
Scheimpflug topographer; one of the limitations of such a
measurement is the lack of any test object or other cali-
bration method that can validate it.6 In another compar-
ative study by Wang et al., OCT produced a lower
magnitude of posterior corneal astigmatism than those
obtained by a dual Scheimpflug analyzer, along with a lower
percentage of eyes with vertical alignment of steep meridian
on the posterior corneal surface.13 The postoperative re-
fractive astigmatism prediction MAE was lower when the
calculations with the Barrett toric calculator used the OCT
Ks and the predicted PCA (0.41 ± 0.19 D, ranging from 0.00
to 0.85D) than with the OCT Ks and the measured PCA
(0.45 ± 0.25 D, ranging from 0.00 to 1.01 D) or the to-
pographer SimKs and the measured PCA (0.49 ± 0.25 D,
ranging from 0.00 to 1.30 D). Our results compare fa-
vorably with those of Abulafia et al. who reported a MAE of
0.46 ± 0.29 D with the optical low-coherence reflectometry
(OLCR) Ks, 0.63 ± 0.40 D with the topographer SimKs and
0.55 ± 0.38 D with the topographer mean Ks.16 Further-
more, the number of eyes within ±0.50 D and ±0.75 D was
higher with the OCT Ks and predicted PCA (74% and 99%,
respectively) than with the OCT Ks and the measured PCA
(71% and 95%, respectively) and with the topographer
SimKs and measured PCA (64% and 84%, respectively).
Similar findings were also noted by Abulafia et al. with
errors within ±0.50 and ±0.75 D of 88% and 96% with the
PCI device, 75% and 97% with the optical low-coherence
reflectometry device, 44% and 69% with the topographer
(SimKs), and 54% and 77% with the topographer (mean
Ks), respectively.16

When the subgroups were evaluated, similar results were
noted in eyes with ATR astigmatism and eyes with WTR
showing a MAE of 0.41 ± 0.19 D (ranging from 0.00 to 0.74
D) and 0.39 ± 0.19 D (ranging from 0.02 to 0.85 D), re-
spectively. The MAE in eyes with OBL astigmatism was
slightly higher but the number of cases in this category was
relatively small.
Limitations of the study include the following: (1) the two

instruments measured different zones on the anterior
corneal surface to derive the K value; the OCT biometer
uses 16 LED lights positioned in a circle at 2.3 mm in
diameter, whereas the Scheimpflug topographer averages
power along the 3.0 mm central ring; (2) our mean
surgically induced astigmatism was 0.1 D; however, in-
terpatient variability of surgically induced astigmatism
has been found to be one of the main reasons for such
range of errors; (3) the eyes were checked for correct
alignment at postoperative day 1 without checking for
any subsequent IOL rotation; however, in a large study,
the 1-year clinical results of toric IOLs were highly stable
and satisfactory; (4) all eyes were refracted at 4 to 6 weeks
postoperatively; Holladay and Pettit recommend a final
refraction 6 months postoperatively; the additional

change with time is a progressive increase in ATR
astigmatism.1,2,17

In summary, the use of the predicted PCA integrated in
the Barrett toric formula was superior to using a measured
PCA value from a Scheimpflug topographer, with a lower
MAE and a higher percentage of eyes within ±0.50 D and
±0.75 D.

WHAT WAS KNOWN
� Early toric formulas based their calculations solely on the
anterior corneal astigmatic measurement resulting in an
overcorrection in some eyes that had with-the-rule corneal
astigmatism and an undercorrection in some eyes that had
against-the-rule astigmatism.

� Multiple studies evaluated the contribution of the posterior
corneal astigmatism (PCA) to the total corneal astigmatism.

� The Barrett toric formula incorporates a predicted posterior
corneal astigmatic value that can be used instead of a
measured value.

WHAT THIS PAPER ADDS
� The SimK readings from the Scheimpflug topographer
measured a lower astigmatic value than the K readings from
the OCT biometer.

� The use of the predicted PCA integrated into the Barrett toric
formula was superior to using a measured PCA value from a
Scheimpflug topographer.

� Using the keratometric values from the OCT biometer with
the Barrett formula yielded better postoperative astigmatic
correction than using the SimK values from the Scheimpflug
topographer.
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